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The original tracked compact 
utility loaders, Toro Dingo TX 427 
& 525  models deliver durability 
and reliability pros and Do-It-
Yourselvers trust, combined 
with powerful performance 
and incredible versatility. For 
operators who are frequently 
switching tasks or moving things 
out of the way, these walk-
behind models provide greater 
productivity due to the ability to 
walk up to the machine and go. In 
addition, with walk-behind Dingos, 
operators don't feel the bumps 
when going over rough terrain. 

RUGGED AND 
DEPENDABLE.

EXCLUSIVE TX CONTROLS 
Three simple controls let operators get to work fast:

1  Curl, dump or float the bucket while raising or lowering 
the loader arms with one hand using the joystick.

2  Grab the one-handed traction drive from any angle for 
e�ortless control.

3  Activate the auxiliary circuit control lever to power the 
attachments instantly.
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LOW-IMPACT FOOTPRINT 
Long-lasting, Kevlar® reinforced 
tracks disperse weight evenly 
for a light footprint on turf, while 
delivering better traction in 
sandy or wet ground conditions.

DIESEL AND GAS ENGINES
Choose a gas model for easy 
maintenance and cold-weather 
starting. Or choose diesel for 
better performance in high 
altitudes and warmer climates, 
along with more horsepower for 
attachments.

HIGH-PERFORMANCE 
HYDRAULICS 
The 4-pump hydraulic system 
directs power right where you 
need it. Operate the loader, 
bucket, traction and auxiliary 
drives at the same time for 
increased operator e�ciency.

TX 427 & TX 525 FEATURES
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EASY-TO-USE PLATFORM
Quickly and easily bolted on to 
Toro Dingo TX 427 & 525 models, 
this ride-on platform helps 
minimize operator fatigue when 
the job requires a lot of hauling 
or covers substantial distances. 
The platform can be flipped up 
– out of the way – any time the 
operator wishes.
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